Wood Bead Fitting Instructions

Pre-Installation Fitting Check

- The panel is the correct size to the order placed.
- The aperture is 1/8” overall larger than the panel as it should not be a tight fit. When sizing the opening, it is the same as you would for a single piece of glass just a different thickness.

Installation Instructions

1. Fit the hardwood fixing beads to one side of the opening. This can be achieved by screwing or nailing (whichever is suitable for the project). Fit intumescent material if required for fire rated door.
2. Offer the panel into the opening and use packing wedges to ensure that the panel is sitting square in the opening.
3. Place the Magnet and holding Strip on to the panel.
4. Fit the hardwood fixing beads to the reverse side of the opening either vertically or horizontally, depending on where the magnet is placed, and check that the panel is functioning correctly. When you are sure that all is correct, fit the other fixing beads in the same way.
Pre-Installation Fitting Check

- Ensure the panel is the correct size to the order placed.
- The opening is 1” overall larger than the panel as it should not be a tight fit. When sizing the opening, it is the same as you would for a single piece of glass, just a different thickness.

Installation Instructions

1. Fit the Hollow Metal Frame to one side of the opening -this can be achieved by screwing or nailing, whichever is suitable for the project. Fit intumescent material, if required for fire rated door.
2. Place the Magnet and holding Strip on to the panel.
3. Fit the fixing screws top and bottom, first and check that the panel is functioning correctly. When you are sure that all is correct, fit the side fixing beads in the same way.

Note: For fitting in other framing solutions, such as Aluminium, Store Fronts, Curtain Walls, etc., size the opening and panel as you would a normal piece of glass that is a minimum of 1” (depending on glass used).
Care & Cleaning Guidelines

DOs

☑ Clean with non-abrasive glass cleaners, mild soaps or detergents diluted with water to clean the glass.
☑ Clean using a soft cloth or synthetic window leather.
☑ Use a squeegee or soft cloth for drying glass.

DO NOTs

☒ Do not use brushes or cleaning tools with sharp edges anywhere on the Panel(s).
☒ Do not lay on side or face down, always keep in upright position.